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Launch of Sister Company, ABA
Business Growth, to Help Address the
Business Needs of Organizations
Serving Individuals with Autism and
Other Special Needs
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Special Learning, Inc., the leading global provider of
comprehensive digital autism solutions including
training, educational materials and virtual consulting,
today announced the official launch of ABA Business
Growth. ABA Business Growth specializes in providing
the very best in talent management, training
development and business consulting for ABA
organizations and their leaders.
PALO ALTO, CALIF. (PRWEB) JANUARY 16, 2020

Special Learning, Inc. is the leading global provider of Autism and Applied
Behavior Analysis (ABA) solutions for families, practitioners and ABA
organizations. Special Learning Inc. has officially launched ABA Business
Growth to address the workplace needs of ABA businesses worldwide.
The company specializes in the areas of recruitment/talent management,
training development and business consulting. It was formed in response
to the increasing demands and challenges ABA organizations face when
searching for quality team members, retaining and developing staff, and
addressing a wide variety of operational business needs. You may view
and access detailed information about all of their services at www.ABABusinessGrowth.com.

Innovative and Elite Recruiting and Talent Management Services
ABA Business Growth recruiting and talent management services focus
on helping organizations find the very best BCBA® and RBT® candidates.
Finding even one BCBA® and RBT® for an open position in today’s
marketplace is difficult, and with the field growing at an exponential rate,
the need for multiple clinicians and technicians continues to increase.
ABA Business Growth utilizes an innovative Hyrbid Recruiting Model,
which provides a streamlined pipeline of multiple qualified candidates for
organizations. The ABA Business Growth recruiting methodology is an
active and multi-level approach that gives them the ability to find skilled
candidates that match the unique needs and business culture of an
organization. ABA Business Growth works with organizations from the
very beginning of the search process, and they go well beyond basic
technical and clinical skill requirements to provide a thoughtful match for
each organization and candidate they serve.

Training Development Programs and Packages for Your Entire Team
ABA Business Growth leverages its partnership with Special Learning Inc.,
a leading global provider of Autism and ABA training solutions, to offer
organizations the very best in education and professional development.
Their comprehensive online educational programs develop skills for frontline and clinical team members. The programs exceed the requirements
defined by the Behavior Analyst Certification Board (BACB) and they offer
continuing education credits staff may use to earn and maintain specific
licenses and certifications. The programs are an excellent way to help
retain and meet the needs of an entire organization team. In addition,
ABA Business Growth training programs offer businesses great
professional development opportunities at excellent group rates.
ABA Business Growth also offers much needed virtual supervision
consultations for RBT® team members so they may maintain their
credential.

Business Consulting Services to Optimize all Non-Clinical Areas of
Your Organization
ABA Business Growth’s consulting services are designed to help ABA
organizations review and analyze all aspects of their business and to
identify business opportunities moving forward. ABA Business Growth’s
experienced team of consultants specializes in working with ABA
organizations to develop and implement a detailed action plan across all
functional business areas.
For more information about ABA Business Growth services, visit the ABA
Business Growth website at www.ABA-BusinessGrowth.com.

